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a b s t r a c t 

Today, ab-initio calculations are becoming a powerful tool to perform virtual experiments that have 

the capacity to predict and to reproduce experimentally observed non-periodic features, such as in- 

terfaces, that are responsible for quantum properties of materials. In our paper we investigate 2D 

quantum-well structures, known as inversion boundaries (IB). Combining atomistic modeling, DFT cal- 

culations and HRTEM analysis we provide a new fundamental insight into the structure and sta- 

bility of Sb - rich basal - plane IBs in ZnO. DFT screening for potential IB model was based on the 

known stacking deviations in originating wurtzite structure. The results show that the model with 

A β−B α−A βC −γ B −βC sequence (IB 3 ) is the most stable translation for Sb - doping, as opposed to pre- 

viously accepted A β−B α−A βC −γ A −αC (IB 2 ) model. The key to the stability of IB structures has been 

found to lie in their cationic stacking. We show that the energies of constituting stacking segments can 

be used to predict the stability of new IB structures without the need of further ab-initio calculations. 

DFT optimized models of IBs accurately predict the experimentally observed IB structures with lateral 

relaxations down to a precision of ~1 pm. The newly determined cation sublattice expansions for exper- 

imentally confirmed IB 2 and IB 3 models, �IB(Zn-Zn) are + 81 pm and + 77 pm, whereas the corresponding 

O-sublattice contractions �IB(O-O) are –53 pm and –57 pm, respectively. The refined structures will help 

to solve open questions related to their role in electron transport, phonon scattering, p-type conductiv- 

ity, affinity of dopants to generate IBs and the underlying formation mechanisms, whereas the excellent 

match between the calculations and experiment demonstrated in our study opens new perspectives for 

prediction of such properties from first principles. 

© 2020 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd on behalf of Acta Materialia Inc. 

This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license 

( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/ ) 
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. Introduction 

Inversion boundaries in ZnO attract much attention as key

tructural element in electron transport [1,2] , phonon scattering

2–4] , and most likely, also the unexplained p-type conductivity

5,6] . All these effects are related to their quantum-well structure

4] , arising from an abrupt polarity inversion across one-atomic-

ayer-wide chemically-induced planar defect [7,8] . Zinc oxide (ZnO)

s a wide direct band gap (~3.4 eV), low cost, nontoxic semicon-

uctor, finds wide-range of applications in electronics. Since Mat-
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uoka reported nonlinear electrical characteristics of ZnO ceram-

cs [9] , ZnO became a subject of extensive research for its use in

onohmic resistors (varistors) for overvoltage protection of electri-

al devices [10] . Here, several metal oxides ( i.e. Sb 2 O 3 , TiO 2 ) were

hown to play a decisive role in grain growth and enhancement

f nonlinear coefficient α [9] . Sb 2 O 3 addition to ZnO has been pri-

arily investigated for its role in electrical properties [1, 10,11] and

rain growth [7, 12–14] in varistor ceramics, but most recently, the

ighlight shifted to its relation to the p-type conductivity [5, 15,16] ,

pening new prospectives in optoelectronics [5, 15–19] . 

The connection between the addition of Sb 2 O 3 and the for-

ation of planar faults in ZnO was first observed by Tron-

elj and Kraševec [20] suggesting that they are Sb-rich stacking

aults (SFs). Their structural identification was not a simple task,
. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license 
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Fig. 1. ZnO wurtzite structure in [2 ̄1 ̄1 0] projection with indicated tetrahedral type- 

I (Zn 2 + ), tetrahedral type-II (empty) and octahedral (empty) sites. The unit cell is 

outlined in blue. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, 

the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
demanding the effort s of several research groups over more than

a decade. Employing high-resolution transmission electron mi-

croscopy (HRTEM) Kim and Goo [21] suggested that these faults

are basal-plane inversion boundaries (b-IBs). Without evidence of

the direction of inversion and disregarding the presence of Sb 2 O 3 

in their samples [22] , they analyzed eight possible IB models.

Based on quantitative HRTEM analysis they proposed head-to-head

IB involving a basal-plane SF with oxygen at the interface. Al-

though there are several shortcomings in their study due to the

lack of experimental capabilities, their research was very signifi-

cant, since they opened up a completely new direction of research

that became essential to studies of the microstructure develop-

ment and electrical properties of ZnO [7, 12–14] . Based on previ-

ous work [20–23] and crystal-chemistry considerations, Senda and

Bradt [24] deduced that these faults are Sb-rich inversion twins

comprising a few (111) layers of Zn 7 Sb 2 O 12 spinel. Using dedicated

scanning TEM (STEM) Bruley et al. [25] provided the first spec-

troscopic proof of antimony. Using spatial difference method, the

authors showed that up to one monolayer of Sb is uniformly dis-

tributed on the IBs. Soon after, the first comprehensive study of

Sb-rich IBs was published by McCoy et al. [26] . Based on TEM ob-

servations they reported that both IB configurations exist in Sb-

doped ZnO ceramics, but finally proposed a head-to-head model

with a random distribution of Sb and Zn in the IB plane. They also

suggested that IBs form in the initial stages of sintering through

segregation of Sb on ZnO surfaces. Their work had important im-

plications for the IB formation mechanism [7] . 

Based on a polarity determination [27] , accurate determination

of IB chemistry [28] and quantitative HRTEM analysis with 3D

model reconstruction from two projections, Re ̌cnik and coworkers

reported the complete atomic structure of Sb-rich IBs [8] . Two ma-

jor conclusions were drawn from their work: ( i ) the average charge

per octahedral site in the IB layer is 3 + , and ( ii ) IBs adopt a head-

to-head inversion and comprise a cubic close-packed ( ccp ) fault in

the O-sublattice corresponding to a sphalerite-type SF. Following

the 3 + charge rule, Sb 5 + and Zn 

2 + are ordered in the 1:2 ratio,

generating a periodic honeycomb arrangement within the IB plane,

unrelated to e.g. kagome layers of Zn 7 Sb 2 O 12 spinel [23–26] . The

in-plane ordering of Sb was later confirmed by high-angle annular

dark-field scanning TEM (HAADF-STEM) [29–31] . Besides Sb 5 + , the

3 + charge rule holds for all dopants that form head-to-head IBs,

regardless of their oxidation state, i.e. In 

3 + [32–36] , Fe 3 + [37,38] ,

Sn 

4 + [28, 39,40] , and Mn 

3 + [2] . In addition to the interface chem-

istry, Re ̌cnik et al. [8] determined the translation state of IBs and

suggested today’s only-known model of Sb-doped b-IBs in ZnO.

The reported stacking involves a single SF (SF 1 ), and differs from

that of In-rich IB layers found in In 2 O 3 -ZnO homologous phases

with two subsequent ccp SFs (SF 2 ) in the O-sublattice [32] . The In-

type stacking was confirmed in all subsequent studies of In-rich IBs

[36] , as well as with other dopants, including Fe-rich IBs [37] and

Sn-rich IBs [38] . However, just recently, Hoemke et al. reported a

new stacking for Mn-rich IBs [2] in a pure wurtzite lattice, which

makes this the third known type of IB translation. 

With a wide range of dopants and diversity of translations, IBs

represent an excellent model system for studying the formation

mechanisms and the thermodynamic stability of growth defects in

crystals. While there are many reports on ab-initio calculations of

ZnO–M 2 
x + O x homologous phases [32–36, 38,39] , there are only a

few studies that would directly address the stability of IBs in ZnO.

The first study of IBs, based on quantum chemical calculations, was

published by Yankovich et al. [6] in the Sb-doped system, followed

by Hoemke et al. on Mn-doped ZnO [2] . These studies were aimed

at investigating the local structure and electronic properties of IBs.

From the thermodynamic point of view, it is interesting that three
nique translations were experimentally determined for IBs in ZnO

2, 8, 34] and the question arises as to which of these translations

s the most stable one, and whether different translations are pos-

ible for a particular dopant. Recently, Li et al. [41] compared the

tability of dopant-free IBs by means of first-principle calculations,

sing the Kim and Goo models [21] , whereas to date, no compara-

ive study has been made for doped systems. 

Here, Sb-rich IBs were used as a model system to study the

tability of basal-plane IBs in ZnO. All three reported translations

ith additional, hypothetically possible IB models were analyzed

y means of first-principles calculations. To support the calcula-

ions, IBs in Sb 2 O 3 -doped ZnO ceramics were reexamined using

uantitative HRTEM analysis with image simulations of relaxed IB

odels. 

. Crystallography of IBs 

.1. ZnO structure 

To understand the structural operations involved in IBs, let

s first take a look at the ZnO structure. It crystallizes in the

urtzite structure modification [42] , belonging to the P6 3 mc space

roup, with unit-cell parameters: a = 3.2501 Å, c = 5.2071 Å, and

 = 0.3817 [43] . The structure is composed of close-packed planes

f O and Zn, alternating in a hexagonal stacking ( hcp ) along the

 -axis. In the wurtzite structure there are two types of tetrahe-

ral interstices, type-I and type-II that point in opposite directions

long the c -axis, and the octahedral interstices in-between. Zinc

toms occupy only one type of the tetrahedral sites, resulting in

he noncentrosymmetric character of this structure along the crys-

allographic c -axis, with a polar vector pointing from the Zn to the

 atom above it ( Fig. 1 ), whereas the parameter u is defined as

he distance between these two atoms in fractional units. If we use

reek letters ( α, β , γ ) to represent the Zn, and the Latin (A,B,C) for

he O atoms, the hcp stacking of the wurtzite structure can be pre-

ented using the following expressions: 
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Fig. 2. HRTEM images of the two most common SFs in ZnO: ( a ) SF 1 forming in perfect ZnO lattice by the insertion ( ↓ ) of one close-packed Zn–O plane (indicated by red 

arrow). Following this operation the B α−A β−B α−A β sequence glides into the A γ −C α−A γ −C α sequence (see Eq. (4–2) ). ( b ) SF 2 forming from SF 1 by termination ( × ) of 

the adjacent cp plane whereby the A γ −C α−A γ −C α sequence further glides into B γ −C β−B γ −C β ( Eq. (5–2) ). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure 

legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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. . . A β − B α . . . (1) 

Cubic close-packed ( ccp ) analogue of the wurtzite structure is

phalerite: 

. . . A β − B γ − C α . . . (2) 

 metastable polymorph of ZnO [44] found in confined geome-

ries [45] . Owing to close structural relation, sphalerite-type SFs

re common in ZnO [46] . 

.2. Stacking faults 

A stacking fault in a hexagonal close-packed lattice is accom-

lished by the removal (or insertion) of one close-packed ( cp )

lane, which must be followed by a 
⇀ 

r SF = ±⅓ [01 ̄1 0] glide to re-

ain the regular stacking of the layers. Crystallographically, both

perations lead to the same result ( see Fig. S1), but what actu-

lly happens can be seen in the real lattices. The experimental ev-

dence for the two most common types of SFs (SF 1 and SF 2 ) in

nO are shown in the HRTEM images of Fig. 2 . It can be seen that

F 1 is produced by the insertion of an extra cp plane ( e.g. B α) into

he A β−B α wurtzite sequence ( Fig. 2 a). SF 2 , on the other hand,

eems to be linked to the preexisting SF 1 , followed by removal

f the adjacent cp plane, introducing another 
⇀ 

r SF glide ( Fig. 2 b).

F 2 apparently does not form directly from the ZnO lattice by a

ull ⅔ [01 ̄1 0] glide, but necessitates the presence of SF 1 . The strain

roduced by the 
⇀ 

r SF glide is compensated locally around an edge

islocation that introduces (labeled by ↓ ) or terminates (labeled

y ×) the extra cp plane. Based on this observation, the forma-

ion of SF 1 is extrinsic, whereas the formation of SF 2 is intrin-

ic. More complex hcp-ccp sequences are possible, as reported by

an et al. [46] . 
.3. Inversion boundaries 

In non-centrosymmetric crystals, an IB is defined as a plane,

here the polarity is reversed. Domains of inverted polarity were

iscovered by etching of ZnO [47,48] . Today it is known that IBs

n ZnO are formed by the addition of specific dopants with oxi-

ation states higher than Zn 

2 + , these include: In 

3 + [32–36] , Fe 3 + 

37,38] , Mn 

3 + [2] , Ga 3 + [4, 49] , Si 4 + [50] , Sn 

4 + [39,40, 51] , Ti 4 + 

52,53] and Sb 5 + [6, 8, 26, 30] . Depending on the type of inver-

ion the polar c-axis can be either head-to-head ( → | ← ) or tail-

o-tail ( ← | → ) oriented across the IB plane. They principally lie

n the basal planes (b-IB); nevertheless, some dopants, such as

a 3 + [49] , produce inversion twins (IT), running along the pyra-

idal planes (p-IB) of the ZnO structure. The most common type

f IBs are head-to-head b-IBs, characterized by the basal-plane oc-

ahedral layer with an in-plane dopant distribution following the

 + charge rule [8] . If we carefully examine the reported stack-

ng sequences it is evident that apart from the wurtzite struc-

ure [2] , IBs can comprise different ccp sequences that are inher-

nt to the sphalerite-type SFs [8, 37] . Following the translations,

ased on atomic-scale TEM studies, we can construct three types

f IBs that differ in the stacking of the O-sublattice. In addi-

ion to these, we include two additional low-energy O-sublattice

iolations [46] . 

Let us construct a b-IB in non-faulted ZnO lattice ( Eqs. (3–1) to

–3 ). This most simple model does not include SFs but only the

nversion of polarity. Head-to-head inversion is accomplished by

hifting the Zn 

2 + atoms from type-I to type-II face-sharing tetra-

edral sites in the right half (R-domain) after the selected Zn-

lane ( α or β) that is to become an IB. While in the left half (L-

omain) the Zn positions remain unchanged, the translation of Zn

toms (I) in the R-domain into their counter sites (II) equals to the
 

r IB = − (1-2 u )[0 0 02]. Hence, the total translation of IB 1 can be

ritten as: 
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where Eq. (3–1) shows the wurtzite stacking divided into the L -

domain, IB-plane and R-domain of which the Zn atoms are to

be translated by the 
⇀ 

r IB from type-I tetrahedra to its symmetry-

related type-II counterpart. In Eq. (3–2) the Zn-II atoms (blue let-

ters indicate changing positions, red Greek letters indicate cation

layers that become an IB-plane) jump to their counterpart type-

II tetrahedral sites ( αI → αII , β I → β II ) by crossing the adjacent O-

plane (B or A), and finally, in Eq. (3–3) , the IB-plane Zn atoms

occupying both tetrahedral sites ( β I , αII ) are replaced by octahe-

dral interstitials ( γ oct ). Here, only the Zn atoms in the R-domain

are translated, whereas the O-sublattice remains unchanged, as in

wurtzite. This IB-model (IB 1 ) was reported for Mn-doped ZnO by

Hoemke et al. [2] , and is not known for any other dopant. 

where Eq. (4–1) shows the wurtzite stacking with an insertion of

the B αI layer. As two identical layers can not coexist, the complete

R-domain along with the inserted layer is shifted so that B αI → A γ I 

and A β I → C αI to produce SF 1 ( Eq. (4–2) ). This is followed by in-

version of the type-I tetrahedral sites into type-II sites in the R-

domain except for the added B αI → A γ I plane that becomes an IB

( Eq. (4–3) ). The doubly occupied tetrahedral sites ( γ I , αII ) in the IB

layer ( Eq. (4–4) ) are replaced by octahedral ( βoct ) sites ( Eq. (4–5) ).

The complete operation of IB 2 is a 2-fold rotoinversion ( ̄2 ) along

[0 0 02] at any vertex in the O-sublattice. This type of IBs includ-

Here, following the rules described above, two layers of the same

type are consecutively inserted and shifted by the 
⇀ 

r SF along with

the R-domain ( Eq. (5–1) ) to produce two successive ccp layers

( Fig. 2 b). Brackets indicate sequentially shifted blocks, i.e. after

outer, the inner undergoes the same shift to generate SF 2 ( Eq. (5–

2) ). It could also be produced by the additional 
⇀ 

r SF -shift from

SF 1 . This is followed by inversion ( Eq. (5–3) ) to the point of the

highest symmetry at the mid of the ccp stacking ( Eq. (5–4) ). To

achieve this, ( β I )-Zn atoms across the IB-plane must cross a ccp
(3–1) 

(3–2) 

(3–3) 

The second IB model involves a sphalerite-type stacking fault

SF 1 ); i.e. a local ccp disruption in a hcp O-sublattice. Crystallo-

raphically, the translational state of SF 1 is described by 180 ° ro-

ation of the R-domain around the (0 0 01)-plane normal to any O-

ite. SF 1 is alternatively produced by the addition (or removal) of

 B αI (or A β I ) ZnO layer, followed by the 
⇀ 

r SF = ±⅓ [01 ̄1 0] glide

f the R-domain giving rise to local ccp stacking ( Fig. 2 a). The 
⇀ 

r SF 

as a positive sign if the added layer is B αI , and a negative, if the

ayer is A β I , and vice-versa, if the layer is removed. All extrinsic

nd intrinsic modes are shown in the Supplementary material, Fig.

1. Using these operations, the translations involved in IB 2 can be

ritten as: 

(4–1) 

(4–2) 

(4–3) 

(4–4) 

(4–5) 

ng the local ccp stacking in O-sublattice that corresponds to SF 1 
as proposed by Re ̌cnik et al. [8] and confirmed in other studies

f Sb-doped ZnO. 

The third, most frequently reported model for IBs involves an-

ther type of stacking fault, i.e. , SF 2 . It has a slightly higher energy

han SF 1 [46] and is less common. SF 2 is produced by two 2-fold

otations in two successive (0 0 02) planes, as described for SF 1 , or,

lternatively, by adding two consecutive B αI (or A β I ) layers of the

ame type in a similar manner as in SF 1 : 

(5–1) 

(5–2) 

(5–3) 

(5–4) 

(5–5) 

iolation of the regular hcp stacking, following the inversion vec-

or of 
⇀ 

r ZB = 

⇀ 

r IB + 2 
⇀ 

r SF for this layer resulting in β I → αII (instead

f β II ) in the IB plane. Tetrahedral ( γ I , αII ) sites are replaced by

entral octahedral ( βoct ) sites to form IB 3 ( Eq. (5–5) ). This type

f IB was first determined in the ZnO −In 2 O 3 homologous phases

32–36] , and subsequently also in Fe- [37] and Sn-rich IBs [40] .

iven the fact that SF 2 are less stable than SF 1 or the fault-free

nO structure [46] it is interesting that IB 3 are far more frequent

han IB 2 or IB 1 . 
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Fig. 3. Originating wurtzite/SF ( left ) and the resulting IB structures ( right ) with corresponding stacking sequences viewed in the [2 ̄1 ̄1 0] projection. Stacking violations in the 

SF 1 –SF 4 models in the O-sublattice are highlighted by a red Latin letter and the ccp sequence is indicated by a horizontal bracket. Outlined tetrahedral and octahedral sites 

( black ) indicate occupied interstices. Note the reversal of the occupied tetrahedral sites in IB models across the octahedral plane (highlighted by a blue vertical line and a 

Greek letter in the sequence). Cation sites are marked with the black dotted vertical lines and their stacking with Latin letters: w, s and o; sequence highlighted grey . (For 

interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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Two further types of SFs are reported in the wurtzite structure 

[46] . They are characterized by an even higher complexity of stack- 

ing and have not yet been experimentally observed in ZnO. 

The first one is obtained by a 180 ° rotation of a wurtzite 

(A β−B α) slab around the normal of the (0 0 02)-plane. Alterna- 

tively, the same stacking is obtained by the insertion of the 

wurtzite slab in a sequence that duplicates the adjacent layers, fol- 

lowed by the 
⇀ 

r SF shift; i.e. if the last layer is A β , the slab starts 

with A β , and vice-versa. SF 3 is followed by an inversion to the 

symmetry midpoint: 

(6–1) 

(6–2) 

(6–3) 

(6–4) 

(6–5) 

where the full wurtzite slab is inserted and shifted within the 

wurtzite lattice ( Eq. (6–1) ) to produce SF 3 ( 6–2 ). This is followed 

by the inversion of the R-domain to the half of the inserted layer 

( 6–3 ), which involves a β I → γ II (instead of β II ) transition over 

the ccp disruption that was produced symmetrically within the R- 

domain ( Eq. (6–4) ), similar to that in IB 3 . Finally, the tetrahedral 

( γ I , αII ) sites are replaced by the central octahedral ( βoct ) sites to 

form IB 4 ( Eq. (6–5) ). This type of IB has not yet been confirmed 

experimentally. 

The last of the stacking variants that we must take into account 

when considering b-IB models is the violation of wurtzite stacking 

with a full sphalerite slab [46] , i.e. an 

⇀ 

r ZB translation. Similar to 

SF 3 , the slab begins with the same sequence as the last layer of the 

wurtzite lattice at the insertion point. This is followed by the full 
⇀ 

r ZB shift of the slab. Like in SF 3 , the host undergoes no translation: 

(7–1) 

(7–2) 

(7–3) 

(7–4) 

(7–5) 

with a full sphalerite (A γ I −C β I −B αI ) slab inserted between the 

B αI −A β I wurtzite sequence ( Eq. (7–1) ), by which the wurtzite 

stacking in the SF 4 remains undisturbed ( Eq. (7–2) ). Upon the in- 

version of the R-domain, Zn atoms from the tetrahedral type-I sites 

are translated to type-II sites until the symmetric mid point. In this 

way, the inversion operation traverses two ccp sequences ( Eq. (7–

3) ; A-B-C and B-C-A in reverse order), where the polarity reversal 

follows the ccp rule: αI → γ II (instead of αII ), and β I → αII (instead 

of β II ), respectively ( Eq. (7–4) ). Finally, the complete stacking of IB 5 

is accomplished by replacement of two tetrahedral ( γ I , αII ) inter- 

stices with central octahedral ( βoct ) sites. Similar to IB 4 , also this 

type of inversion has also not yet been reported experimentally. 

The SF and IB models with the corresponding stacking se- 

quences are illustrated in Fig. 3 . It can be seen that while O- 

sublattices remain unchanged in the IB models, cation sublat- 

tices undergo significant changes. For example, in IB 1 model, 

where the originating stacking of O and Zn atoms follows the 

wurtzite sequence, the O-stacking remains unchanged upon inver- 

sion (BABAB), but the Zn-stacking endures the transition to three 

consecutive ccp sequences: β I αI γ oct –αI γ oct β II –γ oct β II αII ( Eq. (3–

3) ). In a similar manner, the cationic sequences are crucially mod- 

ified in other IB models. Thus, the symmetry implied by the O- 

sublattice does not anymore hold in the cation sublattice. As the 

regular stacking notation does not give a direct insight into the 

stacking violations we will use a simplified notation that takes into 

account the first neighbors. Hence, cations that reside in hcp sur- 

roundings (regular wurtzite structure) can be denoted as wurtzite 

tetrahedral ( w ), cations in ccp surroundings ( e.g. SF) as sphalerite 

tetrahedral ( s ), and the cations in the IB plane, as octahedral ( o ). 

Using this notation, the cation sublattice in ZnO is written as 

.. wwwww .., SF 1 as .. wswww.. , IB 1 as .. wsosw .., etc . ( see Fig. 3 ). 

3. Experimental methods 

To investigate which of the proposed IB (1–5) models is ther- 

modynamically the most stable we employed ab-initio calculations, 

followed by an experimental HRTEM study of the IBs in Sb 2 O 3 - 

doped ZnO ceramics to verify the validity of the DFT predictions. 

3.1. Computational method 

Ab-initio calculations were performed in the framework of 

the DFT using the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) of 

Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) [54] as implemented in the Quan- 

tum ESPRESSO package [55] . The valence electrons were described 

with a plane-wave basis set using the energy cutoff of 30 Ry 

(240 Ry for charge-density cutoff), whereas the core electrons were 

treated implicitly with ultra-soft pseudopotentials [56, 57] (for Zn 

the 3d electrons were included in the valence shell). Brillouin zone 

integrations were performed with the uniform 4 × 4 × 4 k-mesh 

for ZnO bulk, the gamma point for the supercells ( see Section 3.2 ), 

and the Marzari-Vanderbilt cold smearing of 0.02 Ry. The con- 

vergence threshold for self-consistency was 10 −6 Ry. Before con- 

structing the supercells, DFT optimization of the wurtzite-type and 
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Fig. 4. Multi-slab design of supercells for DFT calculations. In this geometry, the C and B -axes are periodic, while the thickness of the slab along the A -axis is finite ( n ) to 

accommodate the discontinuity due to the polarity inversion. The IB-plane is composed of Sb and Zn atoms in a 1:2 honeycomb arrangement [8] . A sufficient number of 

Zn-O layers ( n = 8) is added on each side of the IB-plane following the translation rules. To minimize tail-to-tail interactions, the slabs are separated by an 8 Å thick vacuum 

layer ( gap ) between the last and the first O-layer of the supercell. To satisfy the stoichiometry of the supercell, O-terminated surfaces of the slab are saturated by H atoms 

( i.e. 50% of the dangling O-ions are saturated, forming -OH groups). The illustrated multi-slab design of the IB employs the translation state of the IB 2 ( Eq. (4–5) ), shown in 

two low-index crystallographic projections of ZnO. 

sphalerite-type ZnO were performed. The resulting unit-cell pa- 

rameters of the wurtzite ZnO are: a = 3.276 Å, c = 5.288 Å, and 

u = 0.379, whereas unit-cell parameter of the sphalerite ZnO is: 

a = 4.629 Å. These values are in agreement with other theoretical 

studies [42, 58] . 

3.2. Construction of the supercells 

Following crystallographic operations described in the previous 

section, all five IB models were constructed in an orthorhombic ge- 

ometry using the CrystalMaker® software [59] . In these supercells, 

the A -axis is chosen parallel to the [0 0 01]-axis, the B -axis parallel 

to [01 ̄1 0] , and the C -axis parallel to [2 ̄1 ̄1 0] axis of the ZnO struc- 

ture, respectively. To satisfy the reported in-plane distribution of 

the Sb and Zn atoms (in the 1:2 ratio) [8] , the length of the B - 

axis must be multiplied by a factor of three. With this condition, 

the B - and C -directions become periodic, whereas the A -axis pos- 

sesses no periodicity due to the presence of an IB. The IB-plane 

is placed at the mid of the A -dimension, followed by an identical 

number of Zn–O layers ( n ) from both sides, which finally defines 

the total number of atoms in the supercells. While the central IB- 

octahedral O −(Zn,Sb) −O layer contains 18 atoms (2 × Sb, 4 × Zn 

and 12 × O ), each added Zn −O layer contributes, regardless of its 

stacking, an additional 24 atoms (both sides). Depending on n , the 

supercells thus contain: 42, 66, 90 atoms, . . (for n = 1,2,3…). 

Prior to the construction of the supercells for the DFT calcula- 

tions, one needs to handle the discontinuity due to the violation 

of periodicity along the supercell A -axis. There are two ways to 

address this problem. The first approach, which is commonly used 

in homologous phases, such as In-doped ZnO [32] , is to generate a 

periodic supercell, where in addition to the head-to-head IB, also 

a tail-to-tail inversion is generated. However, in Sb-doped ZnO, ho- 

mologous phases with tail-to-tail segments do not form without 

the addition of another dopant [31] and therefore this approach 

is not realistic. Instead, we utilized the second approach, proposed 

by Yankovich et al. [6] , who utilized a slab geometry of finite thick- 

ness to model the IB. To calculate such a slab geometry in 3D pe- 

riodic codes the slabs are separated by a layer of vacuum in the 

direction of the discontinuity, which also allows unrestrained re- 

laxation of the layers normal to the interface. The width of the 

vacuum gap needs to be sufficiently large to minimize the strong 

(tail-to-tail) interactions brought by the nonperiodic features and 

the artificial polarity inversion. The bulk parts of the slab model 

were terminated by oxygen. To ensure the formal oxidation states 

of ions in the supercell (O 

2 −, Zn 

2 + , Sb 5 + ) the stoichiometry is com- 

pensated by the addition of an appropriate number of H-atoms on 

the terminating surfaces, where they saturate the dangling O-ions 

and form the –OH groups (due to the stoichiometry criterion 50% 

of the O ions are saturated). Since the dipole, otherwise inherent 

to noncentrosymmetric crystals, is eliminated by the polarity in- 

version, no dipole correction is required. The geometry for the IB 2 

( n = 8) model is shown in Fig. 4 . 

DFT-relaxed wurtzite ZnO was used to construct the supercells 

for the DFT calculations. Structural relaxation of all the atomic po- 

sitions was performed. The supercells were optimized for the num- 

ber of n -layers, sufficient to reduce the influences of the surfaces 

on the relaxation of the IB, as well as for the width of the vacuum 

gap necessary to minimize the tail-to-tail interactions. Ideally, the 

cell parameters at the mid of the ZnO domains ( n /2) should con- 

verge to those of the DFT optimized bulk ZnO. For the convergence 

test, a sequence of models with an increasing number of ZnO lay- 

ers ( n = 3,5,7,…) on both sides of the octahedral IB-layer were gen- 

erated. After relaxation, the O-O layer widths at the mid section 

of the ZnO domains, d ′ 
O-O 

| n/2 , were compared to the correspond- 

ing DFT-optimized bulk ZnO, d o O-O (2.644 Å), reference. The target 

value of the minimization was to achieve < 1 pm difference in d ′ 
O-O 

| n/2 - d o O-O ; the trend of convergence is shown in the Supplemen- 

tary material, Fig. S2. These conditions were satisfied for n = 8 

supercells containing 216 atoms. The starting supercells for DFT 

calculations have the dimensions: B = 5.674 Å, and C = 9.827 Å, 

whereas in the A -direction the slab is ~45 Å thick, followed by a 

8- ̊A-wide vacuum gap. 

3.4. Transmission electron microscopy 

IBs were studied in Sb-doped ZnO ceramics prepared by stan- 

dard solid-state processing and conventional TEM sample prepa- 

ration. The ceramics was prepared by mixing reagent-grade pow- 

der of ZnO (Pharma A, Union Minier, The Netherlands) with 0.1 

mol% of Sb 2 O 3 (Merck, Darmstadt, Germany) as the IB-forming ad- 

ditive. Pressed pellets were sintered at 1200 °C for 16 h to pro- 

duce compact ceramic samples. For the TEM studies the samples 

were cut into 3-mm discs by an ultrasonic cutter (Sonicut 380, 

SBT, USA), mechanically thinned to 100 μm and dimpled down to 

20 μm in the center (Dimple grinder 656, Gatan Inc., USA). Finally, 

the TEM samples were obtained by ion-milling with 4-kV Ar + ions 
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Table 1 

Results of DFT calculations for IB i models and originating ZnO wurtzite ( w ), stacking fault (SF i ) and sphalerite ( s ) structures, 

with corresponding Zn-sequences, stacking segments, normalized IB i energies ( �E DFT-i ) and energy forecasts ( �E f-cast ). Relative 

energies of SF structures are listed relative to wurtzite ZnO [44] . In a similar way, the energy of the most stable IB model 

( E IB3 ) is used as a reference for IB structures; where �E DFT- i = ( E IBi – E IB3 )/3 (3 ZnO units per B-C plane). Hypothetical IB 6 –IB 8 
models are constructed for a verification of the partial energy contributions and calculation of �E f-cast ( see Tables S1 and S2 in 

the Supplementary material). 

IB model IB 1 IB 2 IB 3 
a IB 4 IB 5 IB 6 IB 7 IB 8 

Expression 3–3 4–5 5–5 6–5 7–5 7–5 7–5 7–5 

cationic sequence wsosw wwosw wwoww wwoss wwows swosw swows ssoss 

St. segments 2 × wso wwo + wso 2 × wwo wwo + sso wwo + swo swo + wso 2 × swo 2 × sso 

�E DFT-i [meV/ f.u. ] 55 24 0 59 36 58 69 118 

�E f-cast [meV/ f.u. ] 52 ± 4 26 ± 3 0 ± 4 59 ± 3 35 ± 3 61 ± 3 69 ± 4 118 ± 3 

orignat. stacking ZnO( w ) SF 1 
b SF 2 

b SF 3 
b SF 4 

b ZnO( s ) c 

Expression 1 4–2 5–2 6–2 7–2 2 

cationic sequence -w- wwsww wwssw wswsw wsssw -s- 

�E DFT [meV/ f.u. ] b 0 15 31 31 47 14 

a IB 3 ( n = 8) model with the lowest total energy, used as a reference for other IB structures, this study. 
b Relative energy contributions of SFs per formula unit; cf. ZnO unit-cell area, reported by Yan et al. [46] . 
c Relative energy of sphalerite ZnO ( s ) with respect to the energy of wurtzite ZnO ( w ), this study. 

at an incidence angle of 6 ° to obtain transmissive areas for the 

TEM investigations. The TEM studies were performed using a 400- 

kV top-entry high-resolution TEM (40 0 0EX, Jeol Ltd., Japan) and 

200-kV field-emission gun (FEG) TEM (2010F, Jeol Ltd., Japan) with 

an ultra-high-resolution pole piece, both suited for resolving in- 

teratomic spacings in two essential projections of ZnO, [2 ̄1 ̄1 0] and 

[01 ̄1 0] , that are both needed to identify the translation and dopant 

distribution of the IBs, respectively. The chemical composition of 

the IBs was examined by energy-dispersive X-ray analysis (EDS), 

using Si (Li) detector (Link ISIS-300, Oxford Instruments, Abingdon, 

UK) and a narrow probe ( < 2 nm) to enhance the signal stemming 

from the IB [28] . 

3.5. Quantitative HRTEM analysis 

Analysis of the experimental HRTEM images included identifi- 

cation of IB stacking, followed by image simulations for the cor- 

responding IB model using the electron-optical parameters of the 

microscope. For the 400-kV microscope, C s = 0.96 mm (spher- 

ical aberration), �f = 11 nm (spread of focus) and �c = 0.6 

mrad (beam convergence), while for the 200-kV microscope 

C s = 0.48 mm, �f = 8 nm and �c = 1.2 mrad, respectively. The 

defocus value was estimated form the contrast transfer function 

(CTF) of amorphous material from the sample, and crystal thick- 

ness calculated from the ion-milling angle and the distance of the 

region of interest from the crystal edge. For simulations we used 

a multi-slice algorithm (EMS software [60] ) with a plane wave of 

1024 × 128 dynamically scattered beams, which gave a sampling 

resolution of ~5 pm along the A - and B -directions of the super- 

cells, sufficient to determine the lattice relaxation across the IB 

plane. Before matching, the experimental images were processed 

using a Wiener filter script in the DigitalMicrograph® software 

(Gatan Inc., Warrendale PA, USA) and adjusted for any geometric 

distortion due to camera plane misalignment. The cross-correlation 

coefficient (XCC) was used as a measure for matching between 

the experimental and simulated images. To find the experimental 

IB relaxation, the starting models were relaxed by a reduction of 

O −(Zn,Sb) −O width ( δ) until the images produced maximum cor- 

relation. 

4. Results 

To date, only the IB 2 model was reported for Sb-doped ZnO 

[6, 8] . In the following assessment we evaluate with DFT calcula- 

tions whether this model is also the most stable one. The sta- 

bility of the IB structures differing due to translation ( Eqs. 3–7 ), 

with the IB-plane chemistry corresponding to Sb-rich IBs [8] , was 

studied using first-principles calculations, and the results of the 

calculations were verified by quantitative HRTEM analysis of the 

IBs in Sb 2 O 3 -doped ZnO ceramics. 

4.1. DFT calculations 

Following the described computation methodology, conver- 

gence is achieved for all models. Relative differences in stabilities 

of the optimized IB models, by means of minimum energies, are 

significant and to a certain extent surprising ( Table 1 ). Contrary 

to all expectations the DFT calculations suggest that IB 2 is not the 

most stable model. Structurally, it is the O-sublattice that defines 

the framework of all translations, so it may be that it also defines 

the stability of the IB structures. As the wurtzite is most stable 

of the originating structures, one might rightfully expect that IB 1 

would then be the most stable among the IB structures, and the 

rest of the IB models would follow SF 1 < SF 2 � SF 3 < SF 4 as reported 

by Yan et al. [46] . However, this is also not the case. Our calcu- 

lations show that this is not the IB 2 nor the IB 1 model that is 

the most stable, but the IB 3 , followed by IB 2 < IB 5 < IB 1 < IB 4 , respec- 

tively. How can this be explained? It appears that the stability of 

the IB models does not follow the originating O-stacking. The rea- 

son lies in the fact that the Zn-sublattice is translated with inver- 

sion, which causes the departure of the cationic stacking from the 

originating O-stacking sequences, and the stability in fact depends 

on the cationic and not the anionic stacking. If we scrutinize the 

cationic stacking over different IB models ( Fig. 3 ), we see that only 

in the IB 3 model all the cations, except those in the IB plane, are 

in hcp stacking, whereas in all other IB models one or more Zn- 

layers are in ccp stacking. Hence, if any deviation from hcp stack- 

ing in the Zn-sublattice increases the total energy, it should be 

possible to observe a correlation between the number of ccp se- 

quences and the relative stability. To confirm this assumption, we 

additionally performed DFT calculation on sphalerite ZnO. Our re- 

sults show that the total energy of sphalerite ZnO is indeed larger 

than that of wurtzite ZnO in excess of + 14 meV per one formula 

unit ( f.u. ) of ZnO. This is similar to previously reported values us- 

ing different com putational methodology [46] . The relative ener- 

gies in Table 1 are listed with respect to reference structures with 

the lowest energy, i.e. pure wurtzite for the SFs, and the IB 3 model 

for the IBs. 

Given that the energy contributions from the bulk ZnO, sur- 

faces and vacuum gaps, as well as those from the octahedral 

IB-layers, are identical for all IB models, the differences must 

arise from variations in the Zn-sublattice translation. In a simpli- 

fied notation ( Fig. 3 ), cationic sequences can be written in terms 

of the wurtzite tetrahedral ( w ), sphalerite tetrahedral ( s ) and IB 
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octahedral ( o ) sites. The main contributing variations are found 

on both sides of IB-plane; where the Zn-sublattice either follows 

regular hcp stacking or contains ccp disruptions. Each IB model is 

thus characterized by two contributing stacking segments: one on 

the left-, and the other on the right-hand side of the IB-plane. For 

example, the IB 2 model comprises a wwo sequence from the left- 

hand and an osw sequence from the right-hand side, therefore, in- 

volving one ccp layer. Consequently, the total energy of IB 2 is ex- 

pected to be higher than that of IB 3 with wwo segments on both 

sides of the IB-plane (left and right-hand stacking segments are 

commutative). 

The analysis of the IB models shows that there are four es- 

sential stacking segments, i.e.: wwo, wso, swo and sso , each carry- 

ing a specific energy contribution. The contributing stacking seg- 

ments for all models are listed in Table 1 . Each IB model thus 

represents one independent equation for one or two variables, de- 

pending on its stacking. For example, the relative energy of the IB 2 

model comprises contributions of the wwo and wso segments, i.e., 

E IB2 = E wwo + E wso , etc . In the same way equations can be generated 

for all the IB models and solved for the unknowns. While 4 mod- 

els are algebraically sufficient, more models are helpful to deter- 

mine the energy contributions to a greater precision. When sets of 

independent linear equations for all the unique combinations are 

solved, the partial energies of the stacking segments increase in 

the following order: E wwo (0 ± 2 meV) < E wso (25 ±2 meV) < E swo 

(34 ±2 meV) < E sso (59 ±2 meV). In our calculations, the wwo seg- 

ment is used as a valid variable, even though its value is expected 

to be zero owing to the fact that E IB3 = 0. The wwo segment in- 

deed shows the lowest energy converging to zero in all combina- 

tions. What is interesting is the difference between the wso and 

swo segments. They both contain one ccp sequence; however, the 

cubic bond in the wso segment is connected to the cubic octahe- 

dral bond, whereas in the swo segment the cubic bond transgresses 

a hexagonal one before the octahedral. Apparently, interlinking the 

same type of bonds is energetically more favorable than their al- 

ternation. As expected, the sso segment with two cubic bonds dis- 

plays the highest energy, nearly that of wso and swo combined. 

This shows that depending on their translation state, the energy 

of the IBs increases with the number of ccp sequences as well as 

with their connectivity. Details of the partial energy calculations 

are given in the Supplementary materials (Table S1). 

The energetic contributions of the stacking segments can now 

be used to understand and even to forecast the stability ( �E f-cast ) 

of the different IB models. To verify the validity of this approach 

three additional hypothetical models IB 6 –IB 8 were constructed. The 

forecasts based on the energy contributions of the constituting seg- 

ments have the capacity to predict the relative energies of the 

IB models. For example, the relative energies of the hypothetical 

IB 7 ( swows ) and IB 8 ( ssows ) models were first predicted based on 

partial energies of the stacking segments obtained from the IB 1 –

IB 6 models. The forecast implied that the swows model should 

show an excess energy of 69 meV/ f.u. and the ssoss model of 117 

meV/ f.u. , respectively. After the DFT optimization the two models 

showed the excess energies of 69 meV/ f.u. and 118 meV/ f.u. , re- 

spectively, which validates the use of stacking segments to explain 

the stability of the IBs. Details on the IB energy forecasts are given 

in Supplementary materials (Table S2). 

If the stacking is expressed in terms of polar vectors, we can 

show that the energies are proportional to the lengths of the re- 

sulting vectors that are a sum of the individual polar O → Zn vec- 

tors, � r i , in each layer of the segments. As their directions alternate 

depending on the stacking and their lengths differ depending on 

their position with respect to the IB-plane, their resultants are con- 

sequently different. The ener gy contributions of the stacking seg- 

ments compared to the corresponding resultant vectors are shown 

in Fig. 5 . We can see that their trends match, within standard 

Fig. 5. Comparison between the relative energy contributions ( grey ) and the magni- 

tudes of the resultant vectors ( blue ) for the individual stacking segments. The wwo 

is used as a reference according to E IB3 = 2 E wwo = 0. (For interpretation of the ref- 

erences to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of 

this article.) 

deviations, suggesting that the energy contributions do not only 

depend on the bond lengths but also on their spatial dispersion. 

The constituting vectors are illustrated in Fig. S3 and listed Table 

S3 of the Supplementary materials. 

Let us now look at the first three IB models; IB 1 , IB 2 and IB 3 , 

that are experimentally confirmed in ZnO. With the inversion op- 

eration the IB 3 model has the highest possible number of Zn atoms 

in the hcp stacking and thus its energy is the lowest. Slightly worse 

is the situation in the IB 2 model, where on one side the stacking 

is hexagonal, while on the other the stacking is cubic. This is re- 

flected in the increase in the total energy that corresponds to the 

wso segment. Finally, the worst situation is observed in IB 1 model, 

with cubic cationic stacking on both sides of the IB, and the en- 

ergy corresponding to two wso segments. Consequently, the total 

energies of the IBs ( E IB3 < E IB2 < E IB1 ) are in a reverse order com- 

pared to their originating stacking ( E SF2 > E SF1 > E ZnO ). DFT optimized 

models can be used to extract deeper structural details. Optimiza- 

tion starts from the supercells with equidistant cp O-layers. In this 

idealized geometry, the Zn–O bond lengths of the tetrahedral Zn- 

atoms are ~1.98 Å, whereas the (Sb, Zn)–O bond lengths of the 

octahedrally coordinated cations (IB plane) are ~2.28 Å ( Fig. 6 a). 

During relaxation, the initial structures experience high compres- 

sive forces pulling the ZnO blocks towards the IB-plane. As a re- 

sult, the bond lengths are reduced, and the octahedra are flat- 

tened. Within variations, the Zn–O bond lengths in IB-plane are 

2.21 ±0.02 Å, while Sb–O are 2.05 ±0.01 Å, on average ( Fig. 6 b). In 

addition to the apparent compression, the octahedral bond lengths 

are differentiated with respect to the electronic structures of the 

Zn and Sb, producing periodic undulation ( Fig. 6 c–d). The reduc- 

tion of the bond lengths varies slightly for different IB models, but 

the trend of the compression is general. While the O-sublattice is 

locally compressed, the Zn-sublattice displays expansion due to the 

inversion. 

Given that IB 2 is the only model known in the literature for 

Sb-rich IBs in ZnO, our result appears no less than surprising, rais- 

ing many rightful questions, such as; are DFT calculations to be 

trusted, if so, are there any other translations possible for Sb- 

rich IBs in ZnO, what are actual IB translations in other studies, 

and were there incorrect interpretations of IB stacking in the past. 

To answer these questions, the IBs in Sb 2 O 3 -doped ZnO must be 
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Fig. 6. Bond lengths in the IB layer ( a ) before and ( b ) after DFT relaxation resulting in a lateral contraction of the bulk parts. IB characteristic distances d IB(O-O) and d IB(Zn–Zn) 

defining IB-octahedra width and the distance between the Zn-planes in adjacent domains, respectively. ( c ) IB-layer in [0 0 01]-projection showing a honeycomb distribution 

of cations (Zn 2 + and Sb 5 + ). The Sb–O bond lengths are 10% shorter than the corresponding Zn–O bond lengths. ( d ) Undulation of projected bond lengths and torsion angles 

in IB-plane viewed in [01 ̄1 0] . 

reexamined experimentally, and the literature carefully scrutinized 

for possible flaws or misinterpretations. 

4.2. HRTEM analysis of IBs 

We investigated translation states of basal plane IBs in Sb 2 O 3 - 

doped ZnO ceramics using quantitative HRTEM. While cation or- 

dering in the IB-plane is directly visible in the [01 ̄1 0] -type pro- 

jection [8] , stacking configuration is best studied in the [2 ̄1 ̄1 0] - 

type projection. Therefore, ZnO grains near these two zone axes 

were searched for IBs, and tilted into corresponding projections for 

HRTEM observation. If crystal orientation is near the halfway be- 

tween the two zone axes, both projections can be reached within 

the same ZnO grain. Several IBs were recorded along the thin crys- 

tal region for further analysis. HRTEM images of Sb-rich IB are 

shown in Fig. 7 . 

To determine the translation across the IBs, we analyzed the 

lattice images in the [2 ̄1 ̄1 0] projection. HRTEM images were 

recorded near the direct contrast transfer condition (Scherzer fo- 

cus), where the cationic columns appear as black dots in a few- 

nm-thin crystal. The cationic sequence, and thus the stacking of 

the parent IB model, can be most directly identified by following 

these dots across the IB-plane. Analyzing the stacking over several 

different IBs revealed a surprising fact. Instead of two successive 

ccp sequences, as expected for the IB 2 model [8] , we more fre- 

quently observe a single ccp sequence of cations across the IB 

( Fig. 7 a), corresponding to the IB 3 model. To prove that the IBs are 

indeed Sb-rich, the presence of Sb in the IB plane was checked by 

EDS and in-plane ordering in the [01 ̄1 0] projection ( Fig. 7 b), show- 

ing 1:2 cationic ratio, characteristic of Sb-rich IBs [8] . This unex- 

pected observation fully substantiates our DFT analysis, according 

to which the IB 3 model is the most stable. 

4.3. Quantitative HRTEM analysis of IB models 

Two experimentally confirmed IB models, IB 2 [8] and IB 3 (this 

work), are taken into further consideration. Due to the polarity 

of the structure, the contrast features in the HRTEM images are 

delocalized and the IB relaxation can thus not be measured di- 

rectly [8] . Instead, this can be accomplished by cross-correlation 

of the experimental HRTEM images with the model-based simula- 

tions. First, the geometry of the bulk ZnO is adjusted to the DFT 

cell parameters so that the simulated and experimental images 

can be compared. To determine the experimental d ′ 
IB(O-O) 

widths 

for both IBs we used the d ́IB (O-O) values of the DFT relaxed mod- 

els as a reference. Then, 10 further IB models were generated by 
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Fig. 7. HRTEM study of IBs in Sb 2 O 3 -doped ZnO in two low-index crystallographic projections: ( a ) [2 ̄1 ̄1 0] and ( b ) [01 ̄1 0] , with the corresponding electron diffraction patterns. 

IBs are characterized by lateral expansion due to the inversion of polarity. Black dots in HRTEM images correspond to cation columns, allowing to track the stacking sequence 

in (a), and cation ordering in (b). Close-up of HRTEM image in the [2 ̄1 ̄1 0] projection clearly shows a stacking configuration with a single ccp sequence ( red circles) across 

the IB plane (IB 3 ). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

subtracting/adding 2.5-pm gaps on both sides of the IB-plane, each 

producing different widths of the IB octahedra in order to match 

the experimental value. Generated models covered the d ′ 
IB(O-O) 

widths from –25 to + 25 pm, with a 5-pm steps discrepancy ( δ), 

from the DFT reference. Based on these models simulated images 

were computed and compared to experimental HRTEM images. The 

resulting XCC values plotted as a function of δ show parabolic 

dependence; XCC = f ( δ), ( Fig. 8 ). The vertical XCC offset (0.941 vs. 

0.947) does not play a significant role in the determination of the 

experimental δ values and depends principally on the quality of 

the HRTEM images. The maxima of the XCC curves, δ| d f ( δ )/d δ= 0 , 
represent the IB models with matching d ′ 

IB(O-O) 
contraction, which 

in both cases nearly coincides with the d ́IB (O-O) reference values 

for IB 2 and IB 3 obtained with the DFT calculations. The discrepan- 

cies of + 0.82 pm and + 0.45 pm for IB 2 and IB 3 , respectively, cal- 

culated using a derivation of the parabolic functions, in fact show 

some systematic underestimation of d IB( O-O) by DFT, but these val- 

ues are way below the accuracy threshold of > 5 pm, achievable by 

quantitative HRTEM analysis [61] . 

Fig. 9 shows HRTEM images of the IB 2 and IB 3 structures, 

both observed in Sb-doped ZnO, with overlaid simulated images 

based on DFT-optimized models. Under given electron-optical con- 

ditions the cations coincide with the black dots in the HRTEM im- 

ages, which makes IB translation modes easy to identify. A good 

match between the experimental HRTEM images and the simula- 

tions based on the DFT-relaxed models for both IB models is quite 

astonishing, and additionally confirms the validity of the predicted 

IB models. All the essential structural details, such as stacking and 

the apparent IB expansion, are well reproduced. This gives us the 

confidence to analyze further structural elements directly from the 

DFT-optimized models below the 5 pm (~1 bohr) limit. 

Before quantifying the structural features, we first consider the 

accuracy of the DFT-optimized models. This is defined by the dif- 

ference between the O-O width at the mid of ZnO domains ( d ′ 
O-O 

| n/2 ) in the relaxed supercell model and that in the relaxed bulk 

ZnO ( d o O-O ). For n = 8 supercells, d ′ 
O-O 

| n/2 = 2.651 Å. Fig. 10 il- 

lustrates the variation of the layer widths with their distance from 

the IB-layer ( n = 0). Larger variations can be observed in the O- 

sublattice, which shows a net expansion of ~2.0 pm after the IB- 

layer ( n = 1), that drops to ~0.6 pm at the fourth layer ( n = 4) 

and remains constant outwards ( ±0.1 pm). Variations in the Zn- 

sublattice are larger ( ±0.6 pm), while only a small net expansion is 

Fig. 8. Parabolic dependence of cross-correlation coefficient (XCC) between ex- 

perimental HRTEM images and model-based HRTEM simulations vs . IB relaxation 

d ′ 
IB(O-O) 

+ δ for IB 2 ( black curve) and IB 3 ( blue curve). d ´ IB (O-O) widths of DFT relaxed 

models are used as a reference (0 pm deviation) from which the models with differ- 

ent IB relaxation were generated to match the experimental d ′ 
IB(O-O) 

(maxima of the 

XCC curves). Both maxima are shifted slightly to positive δ values. XCC dependen- 

cies are shown as parabolic functions of the deviation δ. (For interpretation of the 

references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version 

of this article.) 
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Fig. 9. Experimental HRTEM images of IBs in the [2 ̄1 ̄1 0] projection with stacking sequences corresponding to the ( a ) IB 2 and ( b ) IB 3 configurations; the insets (outlined) are 

simulated HRTEM images based on the DFT relaxed IB 2 and IB 3 models, respectively. Cationic stacking ( red ) is indicated above the sequence for reference. 

observed towards the IB-plane and outwards. The variations in the 

layer widths ( d ) are a consequence of the expansive forces caused 

by the highly charged cations in the IB plane and the presence 

of the vacuum gap needed to accommodate the reverse tail-to-tail 

polarity. These two boundary effects cause a net expansion of the 

bulk ZnO parts. 

Compared to d o O-O = 2.644 Å of the DFT-relaxed ZnO, the net 

difference is + 0.6 pm for both IB models, which is below our < 1 

pm target. This value represents the accuracy limit of the opti- 

mized DFT models. Another effect that can be observed when com- 

paring both models is the asymmetry in the layer widths due to 

additional ccp stacking in IB 2 compared to IB 3 with a superior sym- 

metry. 

IB relaxation is commonly characterized by the so-called ‘IB ex- 

pansion’ [6, 8] , which is observed in the cation sublattice due to 

the head-to-head polarity inversion, where Zn atoms swap from 

the Type-I to Type-II tetrahedral sites. In a geometric case, the net 

expansion of the Zn-sublattice, �IB(Zn-Zn) , corresponds to twice the 

u -parameter and hence d IB(Zn-Zn) = ( ½+ 2 u ) d c = 6.582 Å, while 

d IB(O -O) = ½ d c = 2.604 Å, expressed in terms of the ZnO unit- 

cell parameters [43] . In actual IBs, however, where the octahedral 

IB-layers are flattened ( i.e. d IB(O-O) < ½d c ), the cation sublattice 

‘IB expansions’ are accordingly smaller. Given the accuracy of the 

DFT optimization, the characteristic IB widths can be evaluated di- 

rectly from the relaxed models. IB widths resulting from quantita- 

tive HRTEM analysis and DFT optimization, normalized to the unit- 

cell parameters of ZnO are listed in Table 2 and compared to the 

reported values. 

Within the accuracy ranges of the quantitative HRTEM ( ±5 pm) 

and DFT ( ±1 pm) methods the apparent Zn-sublattice expansion 

�IB(Zn-Zn) for the IB 2 and IB 3 models expressed in real-space dis- 

tances are + 81 pm and + 77 pm, whereas the corresponding O- 

sublattice contractions �IB(O-O) are –53 pm and –57 pm, respec- 

tively. The larger value of the IB expansion for the IB 2 model can 

be attributed to the presence of ccp staking ( wso ) and is consistent 

with the larger bond lengths in the sphalerite modification of ZnO. 

Fig. 10. Variations in the d Zn-Zn and d O-O widths as a function of distance (expressed in n ) from the IB-plane in DFT-optimized: ( a ) IB 2 and ( b ) IB 3 models. Overlaid models 

and HRTEM images (in background) facilitate the identification of the layer sequence. Solid black line is the reference d o O-O (2.644 Å) in DFT-relaxed ZnO. 
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Table 2 

Measured and calculated IB widths, d IB(Zn-Zn) , for IB 2 and IB 3 models compared to experimental and the- 

oretical literature data. Sublattice �IB(Zn–Zn) expansion and �IB(O-O) contraction are expressed in fractions 

of the c -parameter of ZnO ( c = 5.207 Å) [43] through the following relations: �IB(Zn–Zn) = [d IB(Zn-Zn) – c ] 

/ c and �IB(O-O) = �IB(Zn–Zn) + 0.5 – 2 u . 

IB model: method d IB(Zn–Zn) [ ̊A] �IB(Zn–Zn) �IB(O-O) u ∗ Reference 

IB 2 : HRTEM 6.46 + 0.24 –0.024 0.382 McCoy et al. (1996) [26] 

q-HRTEM 6.05 ± 0.05 + 0.162 –0.102 0.382 Re ̌cnik et al. (2001) [8] 

HAADF-STEM 5.99 ± 0.04 + 0.150 –0.113 0.382 Yankovich et al. (2012) [6] 

q-HRTEM 6.03 ± 0.05 + 0.158 –0.105 0.382 this work ( Fig. 8 ) 

DFT slab 6.12 + 0.175 – – Yankovich et al. (2012) [6] 

DFT periodic 6.03 + 0.158 – – Yankovich et al. (2012) [6] 

DFT vac. gap 6.02 ± 0.01 + 0.156 –0.102 0.379 this work ( Fig. 10 a) 

IB 3 : DFT vac. gap 5.98 ± 0.01 + 0.148 –0.110 0.379 this work ( Fig. 10 b) 

q-HRTEM 5.99 ± 0.05 + 0.149 –0.115 0.382 this work ( Fig. 8 ) 

∗ u values in DFT-relaxed models are not available in [6] , thus only the �IB(Zn–Zn) expansion is listed. 

5. Discussion 

IBs are growth defects [7] that form as a result of 2D topotax- 

ial reaction between ZnO and specific metal oxides along the basal 

[2, 8] or pyramidal planes [4, 32–40, 49] . Formed with so many dif- 

ferent dopants, IBs present an ideal model system to study the for- 

mation of extended defects in layered structures. In our study, we 

address Sb-rich IBs that are related to manifold physical phenom- 

ena such as, conduction nonlinearity [1, 9–11] , grain-growth control 

[7, 12–14] , electron and phonon transport [3] , and recently, the ori- 

gin of as yet unexplained p-type conduction in ZnO [5,6, 15–19] . As 

planar defects importantly define the physical properties of semi- 

conductors knowing their exact structure has become imperative 

for resolving the origin of these phenomena [62, 63] . 

The first lattice images of IBs in Sb 2 O 3 -doped ZnO were re- 

ported by Kim and Goo [21] , who anticipated a dopant-free inter- 

face. Due to the ambiguity of the atomic positions in their images 

the type of translation is inconclusive, nevertheless they reported a 

–57 pm lattice contraction in the boundary region, which is consis- 

tent with O-sublattice contraction of IB 3 of our study. McCoy et al. 

[26] determined the IB 2 configuration, with cation displacement of 

+ 0.24 c , which is close to the geometric IB width (1–2 u ) with no 

relaxation. Employing quantitative HRTEM analysis in two projec- 

tions, Re ̌cnik et al. [8] finally solved the local structure and the 

chemistry of Sb-rich IB. The translation of their IB, and the values 

of Zn- and O-sublattice relaxations are consistent with those for 

IB 2 model in our study. In addition to �IB(Zn–Zn) and �IB(O-O) relax- 

ations, other fine structural details, such as O-undulation caused 

by the honeycomb arrangement of Sb and Zn atoms along the IB- 

plane visible in their experimental images ( Fig. 6 b [8] ) are repro- 

duced in DFT-relaxed IB structure ( Fig. 6 d, present work). Given 

the accuracy of HRTEM analysis, the Re ̌cnik’s model was ever since 

considered as the reference model for Sb-rich IBs in ZnO [6, 29, 31] . 

The importance of accurate structural determination of extended 

defects in semiconducting materials has been recently pointed out 

by Lançon et al. [63] in ab-initio study of inversion domain bound- 

aries (IDBs) in GaN, where they achieved the ±0.1 pm match be- 

tween the experimental and the computational displacements. 

The structure of Sb-rich IBs thus appeared to have been solved 

back in 2001 [8] , and no subsequent study had challenged the con- 

clusions of this work. In order to verify whether this model is in- 

deed the most stable one, we reconstructed the Re ̌cnik’s model, 

and four other models based on possible departures from the regu- 

lar wurtzite stacking [46] for comparison. In all the models, the in- 

version is achieved by the translation of Zn 

2 + from Type-I to Type- 

II tetrahedral sites in the adjacent domain [7,8] . The resulting IB 

models were optimized using DFT calculations. Contrary to all ex- 

pectations, we found that the generally accepted IB 2 model based 

on the SF 1 sublattice [8] is not the most stable of the considered 

models. Our calculations have shown that IB 2 has the second low- 

est energy, whereas the most stable of all the models is the IB 3 

model, based on the SF 2 sublattice, with 24.3 meV/ f.u . lower to- 

tal energy compared to the IB 2 . Our systematic HRTEM study of 

Sb 2 O 3 -doped ZnO confirmed that IB 3 are indeed more common, 

and only here and there we find one with the IB 2 translation, 

which means that Re ̌cnik et al. [8] in fact studied the less frequent 

type of the two. This outcome is quite surprising since the forma- 

tion energy of SF 2 is almost twice as high as that of SF 1 [46] , and 

their incidence is consequently low. Given the new insights, the 

question arises why IB 3 are possible at all, and how the two types 

of IBs can coexist? 

During examination of the samples for IBs, we captured sev- 

eral SFs, including their transitions from wurtzite to SF and from 

one type of SF to another. This gave us the opportunity to recon- 

struct the formation of SFs and IBs. According to the theoretical 

calculations by Yan et al. [46] , SF 1 , containing one ccp layer, is 

thermodynamically the most favorable type of SF in wurtzite ZnO. 

Any SF, that involves additional ccp sequences would have propor- 

tionally higher formation energy and is less likely to form. In line 

with the reported formation energies [46] , our HRTEM observa- 

tions confirm, that SF 1 s are very common in ZnO, whereas SF 2 s 

are rare. Based on their modalities within the ZnO crystal, we can 

resolve their mutual relation and the underlying formation mech- 

anism. While SF 1 s form directly from wurtzite, SF 2 s do not, and 

need a preexisting SF 1 , which explains their lower incidence. The 

reason why SF 2 always forms from SF 1 rather than from the pure 

wurtzite lies in the fact that it is energetically less demanding to 

generate SF 2 through two successive ⅓ [01 ̄1 0] glides, rather than 

make one full ⅔ [01 ̄1 0] glide at once, which would be necessary if 

SF 2 would form directly from the wurtzite. Crystallographically, re- 

moval or insertion of a cp plane in a hcp sequence gives the same 

result and the origin of SFs cannot be rationalized. However, their 

genesis can be deduced from their relation with the host. From lat- 

tice images of ZnO we thus observe that SF 1 s are always extrinsic 

( cp -plane insertion), whereas SF 2 s are intrinsic ( cp -plane removal). 

The samples produced with higher mechanical load prior to sin- 

tering would generally display a higher density of SFs [64] . Other 

types of SFs, predicted by Yan et al. [46] , were not observed in our 

samples. 

Now, let us see why IB 3 , based on the less frequently occurring 

SF with higher formation energy, is more likely to form. The an- 

swer to this question lies in the cationic sequence of the particular 

IB structure and related energy contributions. In a theoretical study 

of SFs, Yan et al. [46] found a simple relation between the increase 

in the total energy and the number of cubic bonds. If this rule is 

applied to IBs, we find that owing to inversion, the cation stack- 

ing of the SF 2 structure with two ccp sequences is reshuffled in 

a way that the resulting IB 3 , ends up with only one ccp sequence 
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and correspondingly the lowest total energy of all the IB models. 

On the other hand, IB 2 gains one ccp sequence in the cation sub- 

lattice, with respect to its parent SF 1 , and therefore compared to 

IB 3 , its total energy is correspondingly higher. The worst is the sit- 

uation for IB 1 , which after the inversion acquires as much as three 

ccp sequences in the cation sublattice, from none in the originating 

wurtzite structure. For the near-equilibrium system containing SFs 

and IBs, it is therefore more favorable to have a combination of SF 1 
( + 15 meV/ f.u .) and IB 3 (0 meV/ f.u .), rather than the energetically 

expensive SF 2 ( + 31 meV/ f.u .) and IB 2 ( + 24 meV/ f.u .). 1 Namely, the 

SF 2 → IB 3 transition more efficiently reduces the system energy 

than the SF 1 → IB 2 transition, and thus it is more likely that IB 3 

would form, as long as SF 2 s are present in host ZnO. In the IB nu- 

cleation study, Re ̌cnik et al. [7] showed that in Sb 2 O 3 -doped ZnO 

ceramics, every ZnO grain contains only one IB, which is usually 

the one that forms first. Therefore, if at least one SF 2 is present 

in the ZnO grain, IB 3 would be the preferred type. In our HRTEM 

investigation the presence of SF 2 s was confirmed. Although SF 2 s 

might be rare compared to SF 1 s, the former would be favored for 

the nucleation of IBs. 

The IB 3 type of inversion is in fact more common in Sb-doped 

ZnO than thought previously. If we carefully reexamine the litera- 

ture we may observe that many studies referring to Re ̌cnik’s model 

in fact had IB 3 inversion. In the DFT study of Sb-rich IBs in ZnO 

nanowires by Yankovich et al. [6] , investigating their relation to the 

p-type conduction of ZnO analyzed the IB 2 model. In support of 

their DFT study they provide high-resolution HAADF-STEM images 

of IBs close to the nanowire surface, which clearly corresponds to 

the IB 3 translation, and also explains slightly lower experimental 

Zn-sublattice expansion compared to their DFT results. The work 

of Yankovich et al. [6] thus provides the first experimental evi- 

dence of the existence of IB 3 translation in Sb 2 O 3 -doped ZnO. The 

higher probability of IB 3 stacking in Sb 2 O 3 -doped ZnO is further 

supported by the crystallographic study of Garling et al. [31] , who 

showed by Rietveld and HAADF-STEM analyses that the stacking 

in head-to-head sections of the Sb ⅓ Zn ⅓ GaO 3 (ZnO) 3 phase corre- 

sponds to IB 3 , as reported for other dopants, including In 

3 + , Fe 3 + 

and Sn 

4 + [33–40] . They also showed that head-to-head inversion is 

accomplished by the incorporation of Sb 5 + and Zn 

2 + ions in the ar- 

rangement reported earlier by the Re ̌cnik [8] and Yankovich groups 

[6, 30] , whereas tail-to-tail inversion is stabilized by a full layer of 

Ga 3 + . 
In the context of recent investigations of Sb-doped ZnO our 

study is also important from the aspect of the IB stability, which 

shows that single IBs in ZnO are thermodynamically stable chemi- 

cally induced planar defects that present a preparatory stage in the 

formation of layered structures [31] , and as such they significantly 

modulate the physical properties of ZnO [6] . It is not yet clear what 

exactly is the role of IBs in electron transport and phonon scatter- 

ing, but nonetheless understanding their exact electronic structure 

is a step towards resolving these phenomena. 

6. Conclusions 

Combining atomistic modeling, DFT calculations and HRTEM in- 

vestigations we provide a new fundamental insight into the struc- 

ture and stability of IBs in the Sb 2 O 3 -ZnO system. Five hypothet- 

ical IB models were derived from the known stacking sequences 

in wurtzite structure, one of which, with a stacking sequence of 

A β−B α−A βC −γ A −αC (IB 2 ), was previously reported for Sb-rich 

IB in ZnO and was expected to have the lowest total energy. 

First-principles calculations based on DFT, revealed that a different 

1 Energies are relative to the reference low energy structures; SFs vs . WZ, and IBs 

vs . IB 3 . 

model, with a stacking sequence of A β−B α−A βC −γ B −βC (IB 3 ), is 

the most stable for Sb-doping. This unexpected outcome necessi- 

tated reinvestigation of IBs in Sb-doped ZnO. 

Based on the systematic quantum chemical and atomic-scale 

microscopy studies of IBs in Sb 2 O 3 doped ZnO the following issues 

were resolved: 

(1) The stability of the IB structures depends on the cationic stack- 

ing sequence and is proportional to the number of cubic bonds 

in the constituting stacking segments, whereas anionic stacking 

does not matter. Partial energies of the segments can be used 

to predict the relative stability of the new hypothetical mod- 

els. The stabilities of IBs (derived from parent O-sublattice) fol- 

low the sequence: IB 3 (SF 2 ) < IB 2 (SF 1 ) < IB 5 (SF 4 ) < IB 1 (WZ) < 

IB 4 (SF 3 ). 

(2) As a reference for the cubic bond energy contribution, the to- 

tal energy of the sphalerite-type ZnO was calculated to be 

+ 14 meV/ f.u. higher than that of the wurtzite-type ZnO. 

(3) Investigating the stacking of several dozen IBs we showed not 

only that the predicted IB 3 actually exists, but that it is also 

the prevailing configuration of IBs in Sb 2 O 3 -doped ZnO. Quanti- 

tative HRTEM analysis further showed that other structural pa- 

rameters such as lattice expansions and local atomic relaxations 

are accurately predicted by DFT. 

(4) Within the accuracy range of the quantitative HRTEM ( ±5 

pm) and DFT ( ±1 pm), the apparent Zn-sublattice expansion 

�IB(Zn-Zn) for IB 2 and IB 3 are + 81 pm and + 77 pm, whereas 

the corresponding O-sublattice contractions �IB(O –O) are –53 

pm and –57 pm, respectively. The reliability in determination 

of local relaxations achieved by DFT method is better than 1 

pm. 

(5) We show that SF 1 ( + 15 meV/ f.u .) and IB 3 (0 meV/ f.u .) are pre- 

ferred over the energetically more expensive SF 2 ( + 31 meV/ f.u .) 

and IB 2 ( + 24.3 meV/ f.u .), which is indicative of the higher prob- 

ability of forming IB 3 in Sb-doped ZnO rather than IB 2 . 

In the present work, a new model of IBs for Sb-doped ZnO was 

predicted by first-principles calculations and experimentally con- 

firmed by HRTEM. While the knowledge of their precise atomistic 

structure may help to solve series of open questions, including the 

role of IBs in the electron transport, phonon scattering, p-type con- 

duction of ZnO, preferences of certain dopants to generate spe- 

cific structural variants and their formation mechanisms, the excel- 

lent match between calculations and experiment demonstrates the 

power of first-principles calculations when it comes to reproducing 

the structural features < 1 pm precision, and further to predicting 

related physical properties. Linking the two faces of interface phe- 

nomenon, as demonstrated in our study, makes theoreticians and 

experimentalists to work hand in hand in solving fundamental ma- 

terials science problems. 
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